Case study | Online to store

Peugeot Germany successfully brings
potential new car buyers to its regional car
dealers with AdWords ads
The agency OMD implemented an AdWords campaign for Peugeot
Germany in less than two months, through which over 140 regional
dealers were able to reach potential buyers in their region and entice
them into their showrooms. Result: over 7.9 million ad views and
172,000 clicks in the first two months. This corresponds to around 600
visits for each participating dealer‘s virtual showroom per month. The
Click-to-Call feature for mobile devices was used approximately 3,000
times and the directions feature in Google Maps was used 1,300 times.
This enabled leads to be generated extremely efficiently and be forwarded directly to dealers at an average cost in the low double figures.
About Peugeot Germany

Peugeot is the oldest car brand still in
existence in the world, and its German
subsidiary Peugeot Germany GmbH has
been around since 1967. Market share:
2.3% (2012)
• peugeot.de
• Cologne

Objectives

• Online to store
• Customer acquisition for regional car
dealers

Action

• Germany-wide AdWords campaign
• Managing over 1,400 regional minicampaigns
• Campaign management with AdWords
meta-account

Results
•
•
•
•
•

Implementation in two months
Over 7.9 million impressions
More than 172,000 clicks
20% traffic growth
3,000 Click-to-Calls

„We wanted to support our distribution
partners in presenting themselves professionally on the web and in being present at
exactly the right time when potential buyers
in the region are showing interest via search
ads.”
— Frederic Renard, Marketing Manager,
Peugeot Deutschland GmbH

Increasing competition
The number of car purchases and new registrations has been declining
in Germany for several years and competition has become tougher, especially for importers such as the French manufacturer Peugeot. Online
communication with customers and new car buyers has also become
more and more important. Within a single year, from 2012 to 2013,
Internet usage as a source of information for new car purchases increased by 10%. The 2013 Google new car purchaser study revealed that for
87% of potential buyers, the Internet is the most important starting
point for researching a new car. Search engines, at 69%, are the most
important information source and gateway to other digital sources such
as manufacturer websites, beating other starting points such as car
dealers or friends and colleagues.
The challenge: creating and managing an AdWords campaign to involve
regional dealers
In late 2013, Peugeot decided to make greater use of Google AdWords
in order to lead potential new car buyers to their regional dealers‘
websites. Several workshops with Google and OMD paved the way. „We
wanted to support our distribution partners in presenting themselves
professionally on the web and in being present at exactly the right time
when potential buyers in the region are showing interest via search
ads,“ says Frederic Renard, Marketing Manager at Peugeot. „The digital
channel has become incredibly important in the last few years, especially because we can now get a clearer picture of how the buying
decision process happens,“ says Sophie Tharra, Director of Planning for
Peugeot at OMD. The agency supports the car importer in Germany and
took charge of managing the campaign. „The challenge was that the
dealers were only supposed to be seen in their relevant service areas
and that this campaign had to be coordinated with the national
campaign that ran in parallel,“ explains Sophie Tharra. The devil is in the
detail: what if two dealers are in the same area, such as in the Ruhr
valley? What about large regions such as the federal German states? The
solution: „We allow for a simultaneous presence of dealers and leave it
up to the users to click on offers that are interesting to them.“ At the
same time, the ad delivery and roll-out had to be designed in a way that

was as straightforward as possible for the dealers. The solution to this:
packages at different price points. The dealers also received a manual in
which the elements of the campaign were clearly explained.

„Companies that want to bring their national
advertising closer to the market in order to
achieve a stronger connection between advertising measures and actual sales should
use AdWords.”
— Sophie Tharra Director of Planning for
Peugeot at OMD

About Google AdWords
https://support.google.com/
adwords/#topic=3119071
For more information, visit:
www.google.co.uk

Complete success: traffic growth of 20% and highly efficient lead
generation
An initial test with five dealers was successfully run in late 2013. Subsequently, more than 140 dealers decided to participate. In just two
weeks, OMD created an individual campaign structure. „We use Google‘s
infrastructure for this campaign. We individually enter all dealers into an
AdWords meta-account and can match them together accordingly. We
specify within the account which ads should run in which region, for
how long, and for how many euros per click,“ states expert Sophie
Tharra. All in all, more than 1,400 mini-campaigns were fine-tuned in
this way, generating over 7.9 million ad views and 172,000 clicks in the
first two months. „In total we had traffic growth of around 20%, without
significant loss of traffic from the national website,“ says the OMD
director. „The Click-to-Call feature for mobile devices was used about
3,000 times; the directions feature in Google Maps was used 1,300
times.“ This is the provisional summary made by Frederic Renard,
Marketing Manager at Peugeot, as he also states: „We‘re very satisfied
with these initial results and are continuing to work on improving the
offer for our distribution partners and are planning to roll it out across
the whole network.“ Sophie Tharra recommends AdWords to companies
„who want to bring their national advertising closer to the market to
achieve a stronger connection between advertising measures and
actual sales“.
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